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Beaumontians are Good Neighbours
Summer is in full swing. With warmer days we have more opportunities to
interact with our neighbours. Connections are deepened. We chat over the
fence while completing yard work, stopping to catch up with one another
at outdoor events and enjoy local trails and parks together.
A key theme of the recently completed Our Inclusivity, Beaumont’s Social
Master Plan, was the importance of Community Connectedness. Currently,
Beaumont Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) supports this
initiative with the Good Neighbour Program. This program supports block
parties, hosts the annual Good Neighbour Awards and provides microgrants for neighbourhood-based projects. A goal from the social master
plan is to expand this program and to address the need for more public
meeting places where people can connect with each other and to nature.
These places would become the ‘go-to’ spots for Beaumont and the
Edmonton Metropolitan Region. Good neighbours make great
neighbourhoods which in turn build thriving communities that contribute
to a flourishing region.
I am extremely proud of the good work of our FCSS department. As
Alberta’s newest city, Beaumont has just recently joined the Inner-city
Forum on Social Policy. This Alberta-wide committee for all municipalities
that have city-status will also now provide Beaumont the opportunity to
have a voice and be involved in social policy at a provincial-level.
Beaumont’s residents contribute to the Edmonton Metropolitan Region
every day. We are leading the way with innovative projects like ELA: the
first autonomous vehicle pilot project in Canada to be integrated into
mixed-traffic, western Canada’s first 3D Crosswalks on a roadway, and our
progressive new Land Use Bylaw: Our Zoning Blueprint. These projects
show our region and the world that we are a community of spirited risk
takers and we are defining what a new city can be.
Members of Council and myself are proud to serve on numerous regional
committees including the Regional Assessment Review Board, Regional
Agriculture Master Plan Task Force, Integrated Regional Transportation
Master Plan Task Force, and Metropolitan Region Servicing Plan Task
Force. It is important for Beaumont to not only have a seat at the table for
these key discussions, but to contribute in meaningful way, and help chart
the course for the region.
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If you have any questions about this column or any other Beaumont
local government issue, please contact his office at 780.929.8782 or by
email at mayor@beaumont.ab.ca.

